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Methods in historical biogeography have revolutionized our ability to infer the

evolution of ancestral geographical ranges from phylogenies of extant taxa, the

rates of dispersals, and biotic connectivity among areas. However, extant taxa

are likely to provide limited and potentially biased information about past

biogeographic processes, due to extinction, asymmetrical dispersals and

variable connectivity among areas. Fossil data hold considerable informa-

tion about past distribution of lineages, but suffer from largely incomplete

sampling. Here we present a new dispersal–extinction–sampling (DES)

model, which estimates biogeographic parameters using fossil occurrences

instead of phylogenetic trees. The model estimates dispersal and extinction

rates while explicitly accounting for the incompleteness of the fossil record.

Rates can vary between areas and through time, thus providing the opportu-

nity to assess complex scenarios of biogeographic evolution. We implement

the DES model in a Bayesian framework and demonstrate through simulations

that it can accurately infer all the relevant parameters. We demonstrate the use

of our model by analysing the Cenozoic fossil record of land plants and infer-

ring dispersal and extinction rates across Eurasia and North America. Our

results show that biogeographic range evolution is not a time-homogeneous

process, as assumed in most phylogenetic analyses, but varies through time

and between areas. In our empirical assessment, this is shown by the striking

predominance of plant dispersals from Eurasia into North America during

the Eocene climatic cooling, followed by a shift in the opposite direction, and

finally, a balance in biotic interchange since the middle Miocene. We conclude

by discussing the potential of fossil-based analyses to test biogeographic

hypotheses and improve phylogenetic methods in historical biogeography.

1. Introduction
Global biodiversity has undergone numerous changes of different magnitude since

the origin of life [1–3] and these variations ultimately result from the interplay

between two processes: speciation and extinction [4,5]. At smaller scale, when con-

sidering a delimited geographical area, such as a continent, island or mountain

range, diversity dynamics are further governed by the geographical range evolution

or organisms. More specifically, the biota of a given area is not only influenced by

speciation and extinction processes, but also by immigration of species from adja-

cent or distant areas and by local extinction events, driven, for example, by the

complete emigration of a lineage [6–9]. Thus, understanding biogeographic history

and the biotic connectivity among areas is crucial to explain how present spatial pat-

terns of diversity were shaped [10–12] and to test whether past migration dynamics
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of organisms conform to the expectations derived from

geological and climatic models [13,14].

Tracing the biogeographic history of taxa is, however, a

challenging task because, while we can be reasonably confi-

dent in the present distribution of many organisms, it is

difficult to infer where extant and extinct taxa occurred in

the past [15,16]. Over the last two decades, several methods

have been developed to make inferences in historical bio-

geography, using phylogenetic data and explicit models of

geographical range evolution [17–22]. Among these, para-

metric methods transformed biogeographic reconstructions,

traditionally based on cladistic assumptions, into more

rigorous model-based probabilistic inferences [15].

Most modern methods implement likelihood-based

approaches on dated phylogenies of extant taxa to infer

historical biogeography with a focus on the estimation of

ancestral geographical ranges at the nodes of a tree. The first,

and perhaps most widely used, likelihood-based approach

in historical biogeography is the dispersal–extinction–

cladogenesis model (DEC; [18,20]). Under this model,

geographical ranges change across a phylogenetic tree by

cladogenetic events and anagenetic range evolution. Clado-

genetic events describe the inheritance of an ancestral range

by two descendent lineages, based on where the speciation

event occurs, i.e. within an area or between areas [18,23]. Ana-

genetic range evolution includes all the events that alter the

distribution of a lineage through time, either by range expan-

sion through dispersals (sensu [17]) or by range contraction,

through local extinction or extirpation [23]. Dispersal and

local extinction events are modelled as the result of a continu-

ous time Markov process with rate parameters estimated from

the data [20].

Since the introduction of the DEC approach, models of

range evolution have become richer in number of parameters,

allowing users to test the relative importance of different spe-

ciation modes such as sympatric speciation, vicariance and

founder-event speciation [22]. These additional parameters

provide a comprehensive framework to statistically assess

the most likely scenarios of range inheritance at cladogenetic

events. By contrast, anagenetic range evolution is still typically

modelled under very simplistic parametrizations involving

two parameters: one rate of dispersal (or area gain) and one

rate of local extinction (or area loss) [20–22]. Most phylogenetic

methods are, therefore, currently unable to infer rate asymme-

tries and temporal variations in dispersal and extinction from

the data (but see [10,24,25]). This limitation can be attributed

to the fact that, although it is theoretically possible to popu-

late the DEC transition matrix with asymmetric dispersal

rates and area-specific extinction rates [20], the data used in

biogeographic analysis (current ranges and phylogenetic

relationships of extant species) are probably insufficient to esti-

mate all required parameters [26]. This is highlighted by the

poor accuracy of dispersal and extinction rates estimated

under DEC-based methods, even in the simple case of constant

and symmetric parameters [20,22].

Improved estimation of dispersal and extinction rates is

potentially achieved by integrating the processes of geographi-

cal range evolution within the birth–death diversification

process as in the GeoSSE model, which allows the estimation

of area-specific dispersal, extinction and speciation rates

[27–29]. However, obtaining accurate and reliable parameter

estimates under this model can be problematic [30] and

requires large phylogenies involving hundreds of taxa
[27,31], thus restricting the applicability of GeoSSE to clades

that are today very diverse and well sampled. Complex

models of anagenetic range evolution can also be inferred

after combining several phylogenetic datasets and assuming

that they evolve under similar biogeographic settings

[10,11,13]. For instance, the joint analysis of multiple clades

can be used to infer overall biotic connectivity among areas

(quantified by dispersal rates) and their carrying capacities in

a Bayesian framework [11]. Even these complex models, how-

ever, typically make the unrealistic assumption that dispersal

and extinction processes are time-homogeneous with constant

rates through time.

Recent studies have shown that the inclusion of fossil

information in phylogeny-based biogeographic analyses can

significantly improve the estimation of ancestral ranges and

their evolution [16,23,29,32]. These methods, however, often

rely on a known phylogenetic placement of extinct taxa,

which can be reconstructed only when fossil morphology is suf-

ficiently well preserved and phylogenetically informative.

Unfortunately, this is seldom the case for the majority of taxa.

Furthermore, the integration of fossils in phylogeny-based bio-

geographic analyses does not explicitly model the process of

fossil preservation, thus neglecting its inherent sampling biases.

To tackle the methodological limitations outlined above, we

develop here a new probabilistic model, which we term the ‘dis-

persal–extinction–sampling’ model (DES). This model

estimates the parameters of anagenetic geographical evolution

(dispersal and extinction) using exclusively fossil occurrence

data and without using phylogenetic information. Compared

with most phylogenetic methods, our approach implements a

more realistic model of range evolution, in which rates of dis-

persal and extinction can vary across areas and through time.

Furthermore, we introduce an explicit model of preservation

in order to account for the sampling biases inevitably linked

to the incompleteness of the fossil record. The lack of an under-

lying phylogeny makes the DES model unsuitable for ancestral

range estimation, but applicable to a wide range of extinct and

extant lineages for which fossil occurrences are available,

including those lacking a reliable phylogenetic hypothesis.

The main focus of the DES model is the estimation of dispersal

rates between areas and area-specific extinction rates, with the

possibility to allow for temporal rate variations.

In this study, we (i) present the DES model and provide a

Bayesian implementation to infer dispersal, extinction and

sampling parameters, (ii) assess its ability to accurately esti-

mate the parameters through extensive simulations and

(iii) apply the method to a large empirical dataset of plant fos-

sils to estimate dispersal and extinction levels in North

America and Eurasia throughout the Cenozoic. Finally, we dis-

cuss the usefulness of dispersal and extinction rates estimated

from fossil data to inform and improve phylogeny-based

biogeographic inferences.
2. Material and methods
We consider a system of discrete areas and use stochastic processes

of dispersal, extinction and sampling to model geographical range

evolution of extinct and extant lineages. Our model of biogeo-

graphic evolution is largely based on the formulation and

terminology first developed in a phylogenetic context within the

DEC framework [18,20]. Thus, as in the DEC model, dispersal

events indicate episodes of range expansion, while extinction

stands for local extirpation, which yields range contraction.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Effect of different time bins on the coding of biogeographic ranges through time. Dashed lines indicate the true geographical history of the lineage,
involving three dispersals (arrows) and three extinction events (crosses). Circles indicate the sampled fossil occurrences, the empty circle at the present indicates that
the taxon is currently absent from area B. The sampled ancestral states (indicated with O in equations (2.4), (2.5)) are here coded using large, intermediate and
small time bins and shown at the bottom part of the plot.
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In our notation, extirpation from all areas leads to empty geo-

graphical range and corresponds to the complete extinction of a

lineage. The DES model is implemented in Python [33] and is

available as part of the open-source package PyRate [34]:

https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate.
(a) Coding fossil geographical ranges
The model described here is restricted to two discrete areas indicated

by A and B, but it could be extended to multiple areas in future

implementations. The geographical range of a taxon is coded by

its presence or absence within areas. The possible geographical

ranges in a system of two areas are S ¼ ff;g, fAg, fBg, fA, Bgg,
where f;g indicates that a lineage is absent from both areas and

fA, Bg indicates that a lineage is present in both areas.

Let us consider a taxon i (e.g. a species or genus) for which

fossil occurrences of different ages were found in areas A and

B (figure 1). We score its observed geographical range based

on the distribution of sampled fossils within discrete time bins

of equal size. In cases of exceptional preservation, such as with

some marine planktonic microrganisms or pollen records, it is

possible to assess the presence or absence of a taxon almost con-

tinuously through time, by examining its fossil records [35,36]. In

most cases, however, fossil occurrences represent instantaneous

information about the presence of a taxon in a locality and are

separated by time intervals during which no records are avail-

able, potentially due to incomplete sampling. As the absence of

a lineage from the fossil record of an area may be the result of

incomplete sampling (and not necessarily a true absence), we

indicate such putative absences with fWg: Thus, if a taxon i was

sampled at time bin t only in area A, its observed geographical

range is indicated by OiðtÞ ¼ fA, Wg: We consider the geographi-

cal ranges of extant taxa (both the presence and absence) to be

known. Given a set of fossil occurrences, the biogeographic

ranges of a taxon can be coded differently depending on the

size of the time bins, as shown in figure 1. Decreasing bin size

increases the frequency of time slices with empty ranges

(OiðtÞ ¼ fW, Wg) and decreases the number of time slices with

widespread ranges (OiðtÞ ¼ fA, Bg; figure 1). We explore the

effects of different bin sizes on the estimated biogeographic

parameters through simulations (see below).
(b) Probabilistic model
We model the process of geographical range evolution as a sto-

chastic Markov process, in which the range of a taxon can

expand to a new area through dispersal events and contract by

local extinction events determining the disappearance of the
taxon from an area. This model of biogeographic evolution corre-

sponds to the anagenetic component of the DEC model [18,20]. As

in the DEC implementation, we construct a transition matrix Q
based on the dispersal and local extinction rates, and use it to cal-

culate the probability of range transition as a function of a time

interval Dt [20]:

PðDtÞ ¼ e�QDt: ð2:1Þ

The Q matrix for a system of two areas involves four rate

parameters:

Q ¼

; A B AB
; � 0 0 0
A eA � 0 dAB
B eB 0 � dBA
AB 0 eB eA �

2
66664

3
77775, ð2:2Þ

where dAB is the rate of dispersal from area A to area B, dBA is the

rate of dispersal from area B to area A, and eA, eB are the local

extinction rates in areas A and B, respectively. As the rates from

; to any other area are set to 0, lineages are considered to have

gone globally extinct when their range is empty. Dispersal and

extinction rates quantify the expected number of dispersal and

extinction events per lineage per time unit (e.g. millions of years

(Myr)), respectively.

The incompleteness of the fossil record can bias the observed

range evolution. That is, the absence of a lineage from an area at

time t may mean that (i) the organism did not occur in that area

at the time (true absence) or (ii) the organism occurred in the area

but did not produce any known fossil records (pseudo-absence).

Thus, the observed range OðtÞ ¼ fA, Wg may correspond to two

true ranges: R(t) ¼ fAg or R(t) ¼ fA, Bg. While sampling biases

affect our interpretation of absences, we assume the presence

of a lineage in an area in the observed range to be true. For

instance, a lineage with observed range OðtÞ ¼ fA, Wg, is

assumed to be present in area A, while it may or may not be

present in B.

Estimating dispersal and extinction rates from fossil data

require that we account for their incompleteness in the model,

as in the case of other macroevolutionary parameters [37–39].

We define the preservation process as a set of multiple processes

including the fossilization of an organism, its modern day

sampling and taxonomic identification. Under a Poisson

process of preservation, the preservation rate q quantifies the

expected number of fossil occurrences per lineage per Myr [39].

To incorporate sampling biases in the inference of dispersal

and extinction rates, we introduce two parameters (qA, qB)

expressing area-specific preservation rates. Given a homo-

geneous Poisson process of fossil preservation with rate qA (or

https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate
https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Observed ranges, true ranges and their probabilities based on the
preservation process. Based on a preservation rate q, we can quantify the
probability of false absences deriving from the incompleteness of the fossil record
(sA, sB; equation (2.3)) and the probability of true absences (1 2 sA, 12sB).

observed range (O) true range (R) probability (P[RjO])

fW, Wg f;g (1 2 sA) (1 2 sB)

fAg sA(1 2 sB)

fBg (1 2 sA)sB

fA, Bg sAsB

fA, Wg f;g 0

fAg (1 2 sB)

fBg 0

fA, Bg sB

fW, Bg f;g 0

fAg 0

fBg (1 2 sA)

fA, Bg sA

fA, Bg f;g 0

fAg 0

fBg 0

fA, Bg 1
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qB), we can calculate the probability that a lineage present in area

A (or B) did not leave any fossil records within a time bin. This

scenario represents a false absence in that the presence of a line-

age in an area is not observed as the result of fossil

incompleteness. The probability of a false absence in area A in

a time bin of size Dt is:

sA ¼ expð�qADtÞ, ð2:3Þ

where exp(2qDt) is the probability of a waiting time (Dt) without

fossil occurrences. A similar equation applies to area B based on

the preservation rate qB. By contrast, the probability of a true

absence, whereby a lineage that is not observed in area A (or

B) indeed did not occur in the area, is simply given by 1 2 sA

(or 1 2 sB). In our implementation the preservation rates

(qA, qB) are treated as unknown variables and estimated from

the data. The probabilities of false and true absences in a given

area are therefore a function of both preservation rates (q) and

bin size (Dt).
The likelihood of a geographical range R(t1) conditional on a

range R(t0) is

L½Rðt1ÞjRðt0Þ� ¼ P½Rðt1ÞjOðt1Þ� � P½Rðt1ÞjRðt0Þ� � P½Rðt0ÞjOðt0Þ�,
ð2:4Þ

where P½Rðt1ÞjOðt1Þ� and P½Rðt0ÞjOðt0Þ� are the probabilities of a

range given the observed ranges calculated as shown in table 1,

and P½Rðt0ÞjRðt1Þ� is the probability of range transition calculated

by exponentiation of the Q matrix (equations (2.1), (2.2)) times

the elapsed time Dt ¼ t1 � t0: This formulation of the likelihood

is equivalent to that of the DEC model (equation (2.1) in [18]),

except that the probabilities of the ancestral ranges are not set to

be uniform, but are based on the ranges observed in the fossil

record and on the preservation rates (table 1). As in the DEC frame-

work, we consider the geographical ranges at the present to be

known without sampling biases, so that the probability of a

range at the present (R(tp)) is P½RðtpÞjOðtpÞ� ¼ 1 if RðtpÞ ¼ OðtpÞ
and P½RðtpÞjOðtpÞ� ¼ 0 if RðtpÞ= OðtpÞ: Note that for extinct

lineages, the geographical range is set to RðtpÞ ¼ OðtpÞ ¼ ;: For a

given vector of observed geographical ranges for a lineage

O ¼ fOðt0Þ, Oðt1Þ, . . . , OðtpÞg, where t0 represents the time of

first appearance of the lineage, we calculate the likelihood

PðOjdBA, dAB, eA, eB, qA, qBÞ recursively from tp to t0 while consid-

ering all possible ancestral states at times t ¼ t0, t1, . . . , t p�1 and

their probabilities [18,20]. We consider geographical ranges to

evolve independently across different lineages, thus the likelihood

of a dataset of N lineages (O ¼ O1, O2, . . . , ON) is calculated as the

product of the likelihoods of all lineages:

PðOjdBA, dAB, eA, eB, qA, qBÞ ¼
YN

i

PðOijdBA, dAB, eA, eB, qA, qBÞ:

ð2:5Þ

We consider taxa to be independent despite the fact that they

may be phylogenetically connected with other lineages in the

dataset (as in [40]). However, we emphasize that the recursive

likelihood calculation starts at the present (tp) and stops at the

first appearance of a lineage (its oldest fossil, t0) without attempt-

ing to infer its true origination time and initial ancestral range.

While the range of a lineage at its origin (which most probably

precedes the oldest fossil) is not independent of the distribution

of its ancestor, the anagenetic geographical evolution following

the first appearance can be considered as an independent

instance of geographical evolution [18,40]. Additionally, the

sparsity of the fossil record for most taxonomic groups implies

that only a fraction of all lineages are preserved and sampled,

thus making even the initial geographical range of the sampled

lineages essentially independent of all others.
(c) Bayesian implementation
We implemented the DES model in a Bayesian framework and

used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to

sample the dispersal, extinction and sampling parameters from

their posterior distribution. We used an exponential prior on

the rates dBA, dAB, eA, eB, with rate parameter g. Because the

dispersal and extinction rates can take any positive value, the

definition of appropriate priors might be subjective. To overcome

this difficulty, we considered the rate g as an unknown variable

with a gamma hyper-prior G½2, 2�: This allowed us to estimate

the parameter of the prior distribution Exp(g) directly from the

data (see below). We used a beta distribution B[1,1] as flat

prior on the probabilities of false presence, thus assigning

equal prior probabilities to any sA, sB [ ½0, 1�: This effectively

corresponds to an exponential prior distribution on the preser-

vation rates qA, qB with rate l ¼ 1/Dt. The posterior probability

of the DES parameters given a dataset of fossil occurrences O is

PðdBA, dAB, eA, eB, qA, qB, gjOÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
posterior

/

PðOjdBA, dAB, eA, eB, qA, qBÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
likelihood

PðdBA, dAB, eA, eBjgÞPðqA, qBÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
priors

PðgÞ|ffl{zffl}
hyper�prior

:

ð2:6Þ

We used multiplier proposals for dispersal and extinction rates

and uniform proposals with reflection at the boundaries 0 and 1

[41] for the probabilities sA, sB from which we derived the preser-

vation rates. We implemented posterior sampling using the

standard Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [42,43] based on the pos-

terior ratio and the proposal ratio. The hyper-parameter g was

sampled directly from the conjugate posterior distribution:

g � G aþ n, bþ
Xn

i¼1

xi

 !
, ð2:7Þ

where n is the number of dispersal and extinction parameters

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(n ¼ 4 in a model with two geographical areas) and x is the vector

of dispersal and extinction rates.

(d) Simulations and assessment of accuracy
and precision

We assessed the performance of the DES model through simu-

lations and quantified how close the rate estimates are to the

respective true values (accuracy) and the degree of uncertainty

around the estimates (precision). In order to explore different

properties of the model, we used a wide range of settings by vary-

ing dispersal, extinction and preservation rates, and also the size of

the dataset and the size of the time bins used to code the geo-

graphical ranges. The simulation process required three steps.

We first simulated the anagenetic evolution of geographical

ranges along a lineage based on a continuous time Markov pro-

cess with rates dBA, dAB, eA, eB, and on a random initial range.

Second, based on the amount of time spent by the lineage in

each area and on the preservation rates (qA, qB), we simulated

fossil occurrences using a homogeneous Poisson process. Finally,

we coded the observed ancestral geographical ranges within

time bins as shown in figure 1. We repeated this procedure to gen-

erate datasets with multiple lineages. In each simulation, we

drew the model parameters from uniform distributions:

dBA, dAB � U½0:025, 0:2� (dispersal rates), eA, eB � U½0, 0:2� (extinc-

tion rates), qA, qB � U½0:05, 1� (preservation rates), N � U½25, 75�
(number of lineages). We determined the probabilities of sampling

a fossil occurrence within each time bin 1� sA, 1� sB based on the

preservation rates qA, qB, and on the length of the time bins, using

equation (2.3). For instance, with a preservation rate q ¼ 0.1

(i.e. one expected fossil occurrence per lineage every 10 Myr), the

resulting sampling probabilities for bins of size 5, 2.5, 1 and

0.5 Myr are 1� s ¼ 0:393, 0:221, 0:095, and 0:049, respectively.

All simulated datasets spanned 50 Myr. In the implementation of

the DES model described above, only the anagenetic geographical

history following the oldest fossil occurrence of a taxon is con-

sidered, whereas its true time of origin and the processes of

origination and range inheritance at speciation are ignored. As

the DES model treats each lineage as an independent instance of

anagenetic evolution and does not make any assumptions about

an underlying phylogenetic structure linking taxa, origination

times do not need to follow a birth process. Thus, we drew the orig-

ination times of lineages from a uniform distribution U½0, 50� and

generated 1200 simulations with the same random settings equally

split into four groups defined by the size of the time bins used as

units for the likelihood calculation. The size of the time bins were

set to 5, 2.5, 1 and 0.5 Myr (yielding 10, 20, 50 and 100 bins,

respectively).

We analysed the simulated datasets by running 26 000 MCMC

iterations, sampling every 10 iterations. After assessing the conver-

gence of the MCMCs using Tracer v. 1.6 [44] and excluding the first

6000 iterations as burn-in, we summarized the posterior samples of

all parameters by calculating the modal value from their frequency

distribution as a proxy for maximum a posteriori (MAP) and 95%

highest posterior density (HPD). We preferred the MAP value

over the mean because the posterior distributions of the rates are

strongly skewed due to the hard boundary at 0 [45]. The overall

accuracy of the estimated rates across simulations was quantified

as mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) calculated as

MAPE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i

ĵri � rij
ri

, ð2:8Þ

where n is the number of simulations, ri is the parameter value

used to simulate the dataset and r̂i is the posterior estimate of the

parameter. We also checked whether the rate asymmetries were

accurately inferred by assessing the differences between dispersal

rates in the two directions (from A to B and from B to A) and

between extinction and preservation rates in the two areas. Rate
asymmetries were expressed as the logarithm of the ratios between

rates, e.g. dðdBA, dABÞ ¼ logðdBA=dABÞ, thus dðdBA, dABÞ . 0 when

dBA . dAB and dðdBA, dABÞ , 0 when dBA , dAB: We, therefore,

plotted the estimated log ratios dðd̂BA, d̂ABÞ, dð̂eA, êBÞ, dðŝA, ŝBÞ
against the true log ratios dðdBA, dABÞ, dðeA, eBÞ, dðsA, sBÞ to visu-

ally detect biases in our posterior estimates of asymmetric rates.

To further explore the existence of biases in the parameter esti-

mates, we calculated the percentage errors (ð̂ri � riÞ=ri) for

dispersal and extinction rates and plotted them against the

number of lineages in the dataset (N), the minimum preservation

rate (qmin ¼ minðqA, qBÞ) and asymmetry of the preservation rates

dðqA, qBÞ:
The precision of the posterior rate estimates was assessed by

the size of the 95% HPD relative to the parameter value:

precision ¼ r̂max � r̂min

r̂
, ð2:9Þ

where r̂max and r̂min define the boundaries of the 95% HPD range

for a given parameter r. We plotted the relative HPD size of dis-

persal as an extinction rate against N and qmin to determine

whether the precision of these parameters is sensitive to the

size of the dataset and to preservation rates.

(e) Temporal rate variation
The DES model described above assumes a uniform process of

dispersal and extinction and constant preservation rates through

time. As this assumption is probably not realistic (given, for

example, the association of climate with fossilization rates), we

relaxed it by introducing a ‘stratified DES model’ (cf. [18]),

which allows us to define time frames characterized by indepen-

dent sets of DES parameters. Each time frame T is delimited by

fixed user-defined times of rate shift and is assigned its own

QT matrix (with independent dBAðTÞ, dABðTÞ, eAðTÞ, eBðTÞ rates)

and specific preservation rates (qAðTÞ, qBðTÞ). Thus, the stratified

DES model involves the estimation of additional dispersal,

extinction and preservation rates from the data. This is obtained

by introducing different Q matrices and preservation rates in the

recursive calculation of the likelihood described above as a func-

tion of time. We assumed a single exponential prior distribution

on the dispersal and extinction rates with hyper-parameter g
shared across all time frames, in order to reduce the risk of

over parametrization [46].

The stratified DES model differs from the standard

implementation of stratified DEC models, which is based instead

on a priori-defined constraints that change the probability of dis-

persal between areas through time. Such dispersal constraints in

DEC are user-defined and applied as multipliers to a single

estimated dispersal parameter and, therefore, do not involve

the addition of free parameters [20,22].

In order to compare the fit of stratified and constant rate

models, we implemented the thermodynamic integration algor-

ithm [47] to compute the marginal likelihood of each model.

We sampled likelihood values along a path ranging from the

posterior to the prior by altering the MCMC acceptance prob-

ability by a factor b [ ½0, 1� [47]. We used 10 b values obtained

from a beta distribution B(0.3,1) [48,49] and integrated the

mean of the sampled likelihoods to obtained marginal log-

likelihood of a model. We calculated log Bayes factors as the

difference between marginal log-likelihoods [50].

( f ) Cenozoic vascular plants
We tested the stratified DES model on a large dataset of vascular

plants based on the data recently compiled by Silvestro et al. [46].

The data were originally obtained from the Paleobiology Data-

base (http://paleobiodb.org) using multiple search queries in

order to obtain the most comprehensive dataset of the plant

fossils and only included occurrences identified to the species

http://paleobiodb.org
http://paleobiodb.org
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 2. Accuracy of the rate estimates under the DES model, using different bin sizes for coding the geographical ranges. Mean absolute percentage errors
(MAPE) of estimated dispersal, extinction and preservation rates were calculated over 300 simulations for each bin size (standard deviations are given in
parentheses). MAPE ranged between 0.2 and 0.5 depending on the parameter (with the exception of the preservation parameters in datasets with bin size ¼ 5),
but were quite consistent across different bin sizes. The smallest MAPE, overall, was obtained under time bins of 2.5 Myr.

bins bin size all parameters dispersal extinction preservation

10 5 0.668 (0.368) 0.496 (0.816) 0.418 (0.813) 1.09 (1.099)

20 2.5 0.363 (0.06) 0.427 (0.468) 0.309 (0.564) 0.353 (0.482)

50 1 0.345 (0.099) 0.412 (0.719) 0.393 (0.941) 0.231 (0.282)

100 0.5 0.348 (0.094) 0.424 (0.456) 0.377 (0.627) 0.242 (0.337)
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or genus level [46]. We considered all available Cenozoic fossils

of non-marine vascular plants sampled in North America and

Eurasia, which represent the large majority of all occurrences

[12], resulting in a final dataset of 10 276 occurrences and 273

genera (99 of which are extinct). The incomplete nature of fossi-

lized plant organs poses strong difficulties in confidently

assessing the taxonomic placement of fossil occurrences at

species level [46,51] and more than 2000 records in our dataset

are only identified at genus level. Furthermore, fossil incomplete-

ness and difficult species identification may explain to a large

extent why only 22 of the 1452 species in our dataset were sampled

in both North America and Eurasia. For these reasons, we used

genera as the taxonomic units in our analysis. The genera along

with the number of occurrences recorded in each area are listed

in the electronic supplementary material, tables S1–S7. We used

North America and Eurasia (figure 6) as two discrete areas for

the DES analysis and coded the fossil geographical ranges using

time bins of 2.5 Myr, a length that appeared adequate based on

our simulations and the degree of uncertainty around the age esti-

mates of the fossil occurrences (see below). Fossils were evenly

distributed between the two areas with 5274 and 5002 occurrences,

respectively (electronic supplementary material, figures S7

and S8). We assigned the fossil occurrences to the continents

based on the country in which they were collected and assigned

present day genera ranges based on the world checklist of selec-

ted plant families [52] complemented with regional and national

floras [53–59] when necessary. We excluded occurrences solely

based on human introduction and used the Global Biodiversity

Information Facility [60] to assign the ranges for a few genera

where no information could be obtained from the floras. The

final dataset is available at https://github.com/dsilvestro/

PyRate or upon request.

Most fossil occurrences (99.8% in our dataset) were not pro-

vided with a single age estimate, but included temporal ranges

(minimum and maximum ages). Such ranges typically derive

from the upper and lower temporal boundaries of the stratigraphic

units to which fossils were assigned. The average temporal range

measured 7.68 Myr and 95% of them spanned between 1 and

22 Myr. We treated these temporal ranges as uniform distributions

describing the uncertainty around the age estimated for each fossil

occurrence [46]. Thus, rather than just using the mid point age

in our analyses, we randomly resampled the ages of each fossil

occurrence from the respective temporal range.

We ran two initial analyses using the mean age of each fossil

occurrence. In the first analysis, we assumed a constant rate

model, while in the second we tested the stratified model after defin-

ing four time frames based on global climatic trends [61]: 66–50 Ma

(warming), 50–32 Ma (cooling), 32–14 Ma (stable), 14–0 Ma (cool-

ing). We acknowledge that these periods contained several

smaller, though potentially significant, climatic fluctuations (e.g.

the Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum at ca 56 Ma). However,

increasing the numberof time frames would increase analytical com-

plexity and, more importantly, require a higher temporal precision

and abundance of the fossil data than currently available.
We ran 100 000 MCMC iterations sampling for every 100, to

obtain posterior samples of the DES parameters. In order to com-

pare the fit of the two models, we calculated their marginal

likelihood by running 500 000 MCMC iterations under the ther-

modynamic integration algorithm described above.

To incorporate the dating uncertainties, we randomly

resampled the ages of each fossil occurrence (as described above)

100 times, each time re-coding the observed fossil geographical

ranges (O), and repeated the DES analysis under the stratified

model on all replicates. The joint results of all analyses yielded

the final posterior intervals of the dispersal, extinction and preser-

vation rates. Dispersal and extinction rates were considered

significantly asymmetric between areas when 0 fell outside the

95% HPD of the difference between their posterior samples.
3. Results
(a) Parameter estimation
The parameters of the DES model, i.e. dispersal, extinction and

preservation rates, are accurately estimated in our framework,

with MAPE below 0.5 under most simulation settings (table 2).

Simulations generated under different bin sizes to code fossil

geographical ranges (cf. figure 1) revealed that large bin size

(5 Myr) leads to low accuracy of the preservation rates, which

are otherwise accurately inferred under smaller bins. Bin size

only has a moderate effect on the accuracy of dispersal and

extinction rate estimates, with effects generally smaller than

0.1 in terms of MAPE (table 2; figure 2a–c; electronic sup-

plementary material, figures S1–S3). The parameters were

estimated with similarly high accuracy using bins of size 2.5,

1 and 0.5 Myr, with an overall MAPE , 0.4.

Rate asymmetries are correctly inferred, despite some

stochastic errors (more pronounced for dispersal rates;

figure 2d– f; electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S3).

The estimated dispersal and extinction rates do not show any

consistent biases towards overestimation or underestimation

and percentage errors show that the accuracy of the estimates

is mostly unaffected by the number of taxa, minimum preser-

vation rates and asymmetries of preservation (figure 3). The

preservation rates, despite being estimated with high accuracy

(with bin size less than 5 Myr), tend to be slightly overestimated

(figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S3).

The relative size of the HPDs reveals that the amount of

uncertainty around the parameter estimates is generally of

the same order of magnitude as the parameter value

(figure 4). The largest relative HPD ranges are found for dis-

persal or for preservation rates, depending on the settings.

The precision of the rate estimates improves substantially

with increasing size of the datasets (e.g. more than 40

https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate
https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate
https://github.com/dsilvestro/PyRate
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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plotted against estimated rates (maximum a posteriori). Points below the diagonal (dashed line) represent underestimates, points above the diagonal represent
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rates (d – f ).
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lineages; figure 4a–c) and with higher preservation rates (e.g.

qmin . 0.33; figure 4d– f ). The bin sizes used to code the fossil

geographical ranges may have a strong impact on the pre-

cision of the parameter estimates. Large bins (5 Myr)

resulted in low precision around dispersal and extinction esti-

mates (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). When

using small bins (1 or 0.5 Myr) dispersal and extinction

rates are more precise, but larger uncertainties are inferred

around the preservation rates (electronic supplementary

material, figures S4 and S5). Considering both accuracy and

precision, the analyses indicate that the DES model performs

best with time bins of 2.5 Myr under our simulation settings.

Thus, we used 2.5 Myr time bins in the subsequent analysis

of empirical data.

(b) Cenozoic dispersals and extinctions in vascular
plants

The time-stratified DES model (marginal log-

likelihood ¼ 24803.63) fits the data significantly better than

the constant rate model (marginal log-likelihood ¼ 24954.83).

The resulting Bayes factor equals 151.2 log units in favour of

the stratified model, which can be interpreted as very strong

statistical support [50]. The parameter estimates under the stra-

tified model fell in the range of values used in our simulations,

but the credible intervals were narrower than in most simu-

lations, probably as a consequence of the large size of the

empirical dataset. The preservation rates ranged between

0.28 and 0.75 in North America, depending on the time

period, and between 0.29 and 0.66 in Eurasia. These values cor-

respond to preservation rates (q) ranging from 0.13 to 0.56

expected occurrences per lineage per Myr, respectively.

Dispersal rates were roughly symmetric during the early

Cenozoic (66–50 Ma), but underwent substantial changes
between 50 and 32 Ma resulting in strongly asymmetric

rates (figures 5 and 6). The dispersal rate from North America

to Eurasia drastically decreased to less than half, whereas dis-

persal rate in the opposite direction underwent a 2.4-fold

increase. Frequency of dispersal from North America to Eur-

asia increased again between 32 and 14 Ma, while it dropped

to almost zero from Eurasia to North America. Finally, dis-

persal rates in both directions substantially increased

towards the recent (14–0 Ma).

Extinction rates (expected number of extinction events per

lineage/Myr) were similar in the two continents and ranged

between 0.02 and 0.03 from the early Cenozoic to 32 Ma

(figures 5 and 6). Subsequently, they dropped by 1 order of

magnitude similarly in both areas between 32 and 14 Ma.

The low extinction rate remained approximately unchanged

until the present in North America. By contrast, we inferred

a fourfold increase in extinction rate in Eurasia between

14 Ma and the present, resulting in significantly different

extinction rates between the two areas in this time period.
4. Discussion
(a) Properties and assumptions of the dispersal –

extinction – sampling model
We developed a new approach to infer the dynamics of geo-

graphical range evolution from fossil data, by adapting and

expanding the dispersal and extinction stochastic process pre-

viously described in a phylogenetic framework [18]. Rate

estimates under the DES model were accurate across the scen-

arios tested through simulations. These included a wide range

of fossil preservation rates, under which the expected number

of fossil occurrences per lineage varied between 1 every Myr

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(q ¼ 1) and 1 every 20 Myr (q ¼ 0.05). These preservation rates

are realistic for several taxonomic groups, as shown by pre-

vious empirical analyses [46,62].
The use of discrete time bins in our implementation facili-

tates the coding of the observed geographical range of fossil

taxa and the estimation of the sampling parameters. We

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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highlight, however, that the underlying dispersal and extinc-

tion processes are modelled as (and were simulated under)

continuous time Markov processes. While the definition of

time bins to code geographical ranges represents a somewhat

arbitrary step in setting up a DES analysis, we showed that

the use of different binning has limited effects on parameter

estimation. Large bins (5 Myr) yielded slightly lower accuracy

of dispersal and extinction rates (table 2). This is due to the

fact that many true dispersal and extinction events are

likely to become unobserved when geographical ranges are

coded with large bins, as this procedure will lead to frequent

widespread distributions (figure 1). This is also a likely

reason for the low accuracy in the preservation rates under

large bins, which is mainly linked with their overestimation.

In addition, analyses carried out under large bins yielded

larger credible intervals in the case of small datasets and low

preservation rates (electronic supplementary material, figure

S5), suggesting substantial levels of uncertainty around the dis-

persal and extinction parameters. By contrast, the use of smaller

bins (between 2.5 and 0.5 Myr) yielded higher levels of accuracy

indicating that the choice of bin size within this range has little

effect on the reliability of the results, though the precision of

the preservation rate decreased with smaller bins.

As a general rule, the selection of bin size should reflect the

density of fossil records, their dating accuracy and the time-

scale of interest. For instance, a dataset of densely sampled

and accurately dated fossil occurrences spanning few millions

of years might allow for time bins of 10 000 years or similar

order of magnitude. The use of small equal-size time bins,

instead of stratigraphic time units, provides us with the oppor-

tunity to incorporate dating uncertainties in the estimation of

dispersal and extinction rates. As we showed with the analysis

of the plant fossil record, the ages of fossil occurrences can be

resampled within the respective stratigraphic ranges. This

resampling procedure will only have an effect on the pattern

of observed ancestral ranges of a lineage (Oi) if the size of the

time bins is sufficiently small compared with temporal

ranges attributed to fossil occurrences.

Our simulations indicated that extinction rates are esti-

mated with higher accuracy and precision than dispersal

rates (e.g. figures 2 and 4), contrary to what has been observed

in phylogeny-based analyses under DEC [20], where extinction

is most severely biased. A potential reason for this pattern is

that, under the settings used in our simulations, the number

of extinction events might exceed the number of dispersal

events. Indeed, while both rates were sampled from the same

distribution (see Material and methods), several lineages may

go extinct before they have the chance of dispersing to a new

area. Additionally, fossil data provide a more direct evidence

of extinction, for instance, in cases of lineages with fossil occur-

rences in areas where the lineage does not occur at the present

(e.g. area B in figure 1).

In the DES model, we use the preservation rates to estimate

the probability of false absences due to the incompleteness of

the fossil record, and these parameters are essential to correctly

estimating dispersal and extinction rates. Preservation rates

can only be inferred from lineages that were sampled in at

least one fossil occurrence, thus neglecting lineages that are

entirely missing from the fossil record [39]. This fact might

explain the slight tendency toward an overestimation of the

preservation rates (figure 2c).

While the DES model allows for asymmetric dispersal and

extinction rates, it assumes that (i) the same rates apply to all
lineages and (ii) the chance of dispersal and extinction of a line-

age exclusively depends on its geographical distribution coded

as the presence or absence in discrete areas. The two assump-

tions could be relaxed in future developments of the model.

The first issue can be addressed by introducing rate heterogen-

eity across lineages, for instance, based on the Gamma models

already implemented for nucleotide substitutions [63] and

fossil preservation [39]. The second assumption is linked to

coding geographical ranges as the presence or absence within

discrete areas and its inherent limitations. This approach inevi-

tably ignores important factors such as the abundance of a

taxon (e.g. population size) and its distribution within the dis-

crete areas, which almost certainly affect the biogeographic

history of a lineage. In case of very well-preserved fossil lineages

with many occurrences, the number of occurrences and localities

can provide information on the abundance of a species in an

area, though such exceptional fossilization potential is often

restricted to marine environments [35]. Finally, more detailed

information about the sampling localities of the fossil occur-

rences within each area, such as their distance from other

areas, and the models incorporating ecological and climatic pre-

ferences and constraints may help understanding in more depth

the dynamics of dispersals [26,29,64].

The framework presented here does not make explicit

assumptions about the processes generating diversity and

ignores the process of range inheritance. Previous research

showed that it is possible to jointly estimate origination, disper-

sal and extinction rates from the fossil record [40]. However,

this was done without explicitly accounting for sampling

biases, and its application might be, therefore, restricted to

well-sampled clades. Moreover, the estimation of origination

rates requires the assumption that the lineages analysed form

a monophyletic clade and are connected in a phylogenetic

tree, though its topology may be unknown [40]. By contrast,

the DES approach explicitly models the effects of incomplete

sampling only and does not assume the lineages in a dataset

to form a clade. These features make the model unable to

infer origination processes and range inheritance, but they

also make the method applicable to many empirical datasets

with sparse fossil record and polyphyletic assemblages of

taxa that have occurred in the same areas (such as our vascular

plant dataset).

(b) Cenozoic dispersals and extinctions in vascular
plants

The analysis of the Cenozoic plant fossil record for the Northern

Hemisphere demonstrates that biogeographic range evolution

is not a time-homogeneous process, but varies through time

and between areas. This represents a strong violation of the

assumptions characterizing most phylogenetic methods in bio-

geography and involving constant or symmetric dispersal as

well as constant or absent extinction (e.g. [11,20–22,65]). Our

results show that such rate variation through time and space

can be estimated from fossil data without incurring issues in

parameter identifiability or convergence, provided that suffi-

cient fossil occurrences are available. While we ran our

analyses in a scenario with only two areas, further development

and testing are necessary to assess the robustness of the

approach for a larger number of areas.

The general temporal trends in extinction rates obtained

under the DES model closely resemble those estimated

under a birth–death model using global data [46]. Strikingly,
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the time slice characterized by a generally stable climate

(32–14 Ma) also showed the lowest dispersal and extinction

rates. By contrast, strong climate changes were associated

with phases of high plant turnover with increased extinction

rates and high dispersal rates. These results support previous

findings suggesting that climate changes can foster waves of

migration and dispersal [6,12,66–70].

The overall highest floristic interchange between North

America and Eurasia was estimated in the most recent time

slice (14–0 Ma). This phase of increased dispersal is unlikely to

be linked with preservation biases because (i) the DES model

is robust under a wide range of preservation rates (figure 3)

and (ii) the estimated preservation rates through time do not

suggest strong variations towards the present (figure 5; elec-

tronic supplementary material, figures S7 and S8). The factors

driving the patterns observed remain unclear, but might be

attributed to closer proximity between continents through the

Bering Strait, increased land exposure during Pleistocene glacials

and/or strong climatic oscillations that would have selected for

taxa with higher dispersal ability and cold tolerance.

The shared biogeographic history of North America and

Eurasia has been well studied (e.g. [71]) and connectivity

among the flora and fauna across the Northern Hemisphere

is suggested to be a relict of the Cenozoic (e.g. [72]). Our

results further clarify Cenozoic patterns, showing high dis-

persal between continents in the Northern Hemisphere

from 14 to 0 Ma, with slightly higher rates from North

America to Eurasia. Higher asymmetry among dispersal

rates is found during the Eocene cooling event, where disper-

sal rates from Eurasia are six times higher than those in the

opposite direction (figure 5). Few previous studies have com-

mented on the timing of dispersal among regions although

Donoghue & Smith [72] detected increased migration out of

Asia at different geological times, particularly over the last

30 Myr. In general, we show higher dispersal during

epochs of global cooling (figure 6) with the highest dispersal

out of Asia earlier during the Eocene and the highest disper-

sal out of North America during the most recent time

interval. Based on meta-analyses of phylogenies Donoghue

& Smith [72] showed that plants have many more North

American–Asian disjunctions than animals, which is at odds

with the large number of disjunctions in animals reported by

Sanmartin et al. [10]. Analyses of plant and animal dispersal

dynamics using the fossil record may help clarifying this discre-

pancy and further understand the historical biogeography of

lineages in these areas.

(c) The dispersal – extinction – sampling model and
phylogeny-based historical biogeography

Unlike most phylogenetic methods, which have a strong focus

on the estimation of ancestral ranges at the nodes of a tree, the

main purpose of the DES model is investigating the anagenetic

aspect of geographical range evolution by inferring dispersal

and extinction rates across areas and through time. While it

would be desirable to incorporate a cladogenetic component,

as in the phylogenetic DEC model, within the DES framework,

this addition would require the fossil lineages to be connected

in a phylogenetic tree. Although phylogenetic inferences of

fossil lineages with both extinct and extant lineages are poss-

ible (e.g. [32,73–76]), this option is limited to very few clades

with exceptionally well sampled and studied fossil records.

We emphasize, however, that the estimation of dispersal and
extinction rates does not require known phylogenetic relation-

ships among lineages, as demonstrated by our simulations.

This is possible because dispersals and extinctions are assumed

to occur independently along each lineage [18] and fossil occur-

rences provide serially (though incompletely) sampled

biogeographic distributions. Finally, the focus on anagenetic

processes allows us to analyse polyphyletic groups of organ-

isms that shared similar geographical distributions and

history and, although phylogenetically distant, can provide

crucial information about the overall biotic interchange and

connectivity between areas [11,13].
5. Prospects and conclusion
Incorporating fossil information in phylogeny-based biogeo-

graphic analyses is key to improving our estimates of

ancestral ranges and their evolution [16,29,32,64]. The DES

model contributes to available methods in macroevolution by

inferring biogeographic rates using exclusively fossil data,

without the need for a known phylogenetic tree and explicitly

taking into account sampling biases. Both dispersal and extinc-

tion rates retrieved from DES are generally more accurate than

those estimated under a similar model in a phylogenetic con-

text [20,32]. The rates estimated from the (stratified) DES

model might not be directly comparable with those obtained

in a phylogenetic DEC analysis, e.g. due to different degrees

of taxonomic resolution (genera versus species) or different

taxonomic concepts. However, the relative variation between

area-specific rates and through different time slices as esti-

mated in DES analyses could be used to inform phylogeny-

based analyses under DEC-like models. For instance, dispersal

rates from a stratified DES analysis could provide a data-driven

approach to define dispersal matrices in DEC analyses, as an

alternative to subjective and typically untested dispersal con-

traints, with potentially strong effects on the resulting

ancestral ranges [15,77].

Historical biogeography is experiencing a phase of substan-

tial methodological advancement, with the development of

complex and more realistic models that can improve our

understanding of the spatio-temporal dynamics of taxa and

their underlying mechanisms. We showed that dispersal and

extinction of taxa can be confidently inferred from fossil data,

once the sampling biases are accounted for in the model.

Fossil-based estimates of dispersal and extinction rates,

which also consider their asymmetries and temporal variation,

can together reveal important trends in the biotic interchange

and connectivity between areas. The analysis of fossil data pro-

vides evolutionary biologists with new opportunities to infer

the dynamics of range evolution and diversification in deep

time using information from both extinct and extant lineages.
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